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Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to introduce and describe the concept of 

CommuniGator’s middleware integration including functionality, design and 

implementation. 

System Requirements 

CommuniGator System and Environment 

CommuniGator version 6.9.1 +  

Middleware Environment 

Microsoft SQL server 2005 or above 

Outbound internet access 

.Net Framework 4 

Internal access to required data via MSSQL views 
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High-Level Detail 

CommuniGator’s integration is made up of two core pieces: 

The middleware database 

The middleware database is a Microsoft SQL database which is installed by CommuniGator onto a 

SQL server on your network. The database consists of a set of tables which hold data for the 

integration service to process outbound to CommuniGator and a set of tables which hold data 

processed inbound from CommuniGator. 

This database will also hold the source view created by yourself for access to your desired datasets, 

i.e. a view named “Source1” which provides CommuniGator access to the data you want to 

integrate. 

The middleware integration service 

The middleware integration service acts as the messaging queue between the two systems taking 

the data to be processed outbound, collecting any additional data from your data warehouse (based 

on field mappings) and sending this to CommuniGator then fetching inbound any recipient 

generated data from CommuniGator back into the middleware database e.g Unsubscribes, contact 

updates etc. 

Below is a sample architecture diagram which shows the core component locations and data flow 

directions: 

Example Architecture 
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Description of dataflow between systems 

The following action sets describe the flow of data between your data warehouse or data sources 

and CommuniGator. The below tasks state at the end of each task in {}’s where CommuniGator or 

yourself are responsible for any process or development. 

Data can come from one or more data sources e.g. 

1. CRM 

2. Website 

3. Date source or website 

Each source must have an associated MSSQL view created in the middleware database and the 

name of the view added to the middleware integration configuration file. Data intended for 

integration to CommuniGator will have a source identified; the source will be the name of the view 

allowing CommuniGator to link a contact with a view in order to extract the correct data. 

Data will be integrated to CommuniGator based on field mappings. This is a predefined set of 

relationships between fields in your views and CommuniGator. 

For example: 

Firstname -> Firstname 

Lastname -> Lastname 

Each contact will also be marked with a primary identifier which along with the source of their data 

will make up the primary key used to identify Contacts between CommuniGator and your different 

sources. 
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Sync Operations 

Sync operations are used to setup a refreshing of data from your data sources to CommuniGator. 

This allows users to then segment data within CommuniGator using CommuniGator’s group builder 

tools. 

Outbound: 

1) A sync campaign is created in the Integration Campaign Queue at beginning of use. This generates 

a campaign ID and will be used to allow the synchronisation of contacts {CommuniGator} 

2) You insert into the Integration Contact Queue a record for each contact you wish to synchronise 

with CommuniGator including their primary identifier, their source and the campaign ID from (1) 

{You} 

3) On each iteration of the integration service CommuniGator sees the record in the campaign 

queue and will proceed to check the Integration Contact Table for new and existing contacts to sync 

from different sources. {CommuniGator} 

4) CommuniGator will check the Integration Configuration Table to get the date contacts were last 

checked for sync campaigns {CommuniGator} 

5) CommuniGator integration then selects the list of contactid’s from the contact queue where the 

campaignid in the contact queue matches the campaignid of the campaign queue record 

{CommuniGator} 

6) CommuniGator then processes each contact record for the campaign into CommuniGator taking 

data based on the field mappings via the specified view where the date from step (4) is less than the 

contacts last updated date {CommuniGator}/{You} 

Inbound: 

1) CommuniGator integration service will collect data from the remote integration queue and 

process this into the middleware database. {CommuniGator} 

2) You can then pick-up the data you wish i.e Unsubscribes, contact updates etc. and process these 

into your current systems marking each record as processed in the middleware database as you go. 

{You} 
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Adhoc / Automated Data Mined Set Operations 

Adhoc or Automated Data Mined sets are when you either on demand or based on an automated 

process e.g creating a specific task in a 3rd party system, create a campaign and insert associated 

contacts into the middleware database for integration to CommuniGator. 

Outbound: 

1) You segment a set of data from your data warehouse 

2) You write a record into the Integration Campaign Queue with the [source view, date,…,processed] 

with the processed flag set to 0 and the type set to either 

a. Static for one off adhoc campaigns 

b. RNR (Refresh Non Recurring) for refreshing campaigns that will only send to a contact 

once 

c. RR (Refresh Recurring) for refreshing campaigns that will allow a recipient to receive the 

same campaign more than once {You} 

3) You write a record into the Integration Contact Queue for each contact in the segmented set with 

the [campaignid,contactid,source,processed] with the processed flag set to 0 {You} 

4) CommuniGator integration sees the record in the campaign queue with the processed flag set to 0 

and creates a campaign in CommuniGator {CommuniGator} 

5) CommuniGator integration then selects the list of contactid’s from the contact queue where the 

campaignid in the contact queue matches the campaignid of the campaign queue record 

{CommuniGator} 

6) CommuniGator then process each contact record for the campaign into CommuniGator taking 

data based on the field mappings via the specified view/source setting each processed contact to 1 

{CommuniGator} 

7) CommuniGator finally sets the campaign queue record processed flag to 1 to say it is complete 

{CommuniGator} 

8) Once the campaign has been initiated, sent and is finished CommuniGator will set the status flag 

on the Campaign queue for that campaign to finished (dependent on type of campaign) and then 

remove from the contact queue any now redundant records. {CommuniGator} 
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Inbound: 

1) CommuniGator integration service will collect data from the remote integration queue and 

process this into the middleware (local) integration queue. {CommuniGator} 

2) You can then pick-up the data you wish i.e Unsubscribes, contact updates etc. and process these 

into your current systems marking each record as processed in the middleware database as you go. 

{You} 


